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Southern Authors
Seventy-Four Writers of the Colonial South
Southern Writers: A Biographical Dictionary

Southern Women Writers
Contemporary Southern Women Fiction Writers
History of Southern Women’s Literature

Southern Literature
Bibliographical Guide to the Study of Southern Literature
Companion to the Literature and Culture of the South
Encyclopedia of Southern Literature
Library of Southern Literature
Southern Literary Culture

Modern Southern Literature
Contemporary Southern Men Fiction Writers
Contemporary Southern Writers
Fifty Southern Writers After 1900

Louisiana Authors
Louisiana Writers 1875-1900
Northwest Louisiana Writers

Print Indices
Drama Criticism
Essay and General Literature Index
Humanities Index
MLA Bibliography
New York Times Index
Poetry Criticism
Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature
Short Story Criticism

General Literary Resources
Contemporary Authors (CA)
Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC)
Dictionary of Literary Biography (DLB)
Nineteenth Century Literary Criticism (NCLC)
Twentieth Century Literary Criticism (TCLC)
Bloom Books (literary criticism about books and authors)
Electronic Resources

*Academic Search Complete* – Large academic database covering a wide variety of academic topics including social sciences, humanities, education, engineering, chemistry, medical sciences, and many more.

*JSTOR* – Journal archive with full-text coverage of sixteen literary journals from the first issue to the last few years.

*Literature Resource Center* – Includes literary criticism, author biographies, full-text articles, and book reviews.

*Literary Reference Center* - Includes books and monographs, major literary encyclopedias and reference works, hundreds of literary journals, and unique sources not available anywhere else.

*MLA Bibliography* – Scholarly database containing bibliographic records for books & articles pertaining to literature, language, linguistics, and folklore.

*NetLibrary and Gale Virtual Reference Library* – ebooks owned by NSU Libraries.

*NSU Journals List* – Authoritative list of all journals available through the library either in print or full text through the databases. Search by title of journal or browse by subject.

*Project Muse* – Full text articles from journals in the humanities and social sciences.

**Look on the second floor for books by and about these authors.**

- Maya Angelou  
  PS3551 N464
- Kate Chopin  
  PS1294 C63
- William Faulkner  
  PS3511 A86
- Zora Neale Hurston  
  PS 3515 U789
- Flannery O’Connor  
  PS3565 C57
- Katherine Anne Porter  
  PS 3531 O752
- Alice Walker  
  PS 3573 A425
- Robert Penn Warren  
  PS 3545 A748
- Eudora Welty  
  PS 3545 E6
- Thomas Wolfe  
  PS3545 O337
- Richard Wright  
  PS3545 R815

**Cammie G. Henry Research Center** - Visit the Research Center on the third floor of Watson Library for primary and secondary sources on many Louisiana writers along with materials on the Louisiana Federal Writer’s Project, the Melrose Plantation, rare books and manuscripts, and the Louisiana book collection.